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Key Developments: June 2015 – May 2016

•	 The Investigatory Powers Bill was introduced in March 2016 to consolidate and reform 
government surveillance laws, but critics said it lacked adequate privacy safeguards; it was 
still being debated in parliament in mid-2016 (see Surveillance, Privacy, and Anonymity).

•	 In March 2016, the Crown Prosecution Service in England and Wales issued guidelines for 
offenses related to social media, particularly online harassment (see Legal Environment). 

•	 On February 16, 2016, Police Scotland arrested a man who made controversial Facebook 
posts about Syrian refugees (see Prosecutions and Detentions for Online Activities). 

United Kingdom
2015 2016

Internet Freedom Status Free Free

Obstacles to Access (0-25) 2 2

Limits on Content (0-35) 6 5

Violations of User Rights (0-40) 16 16

TOTAL* (0-100) 24 23

* 0=most free, 100=least free

Population:  65.1 million

Internet Penetration 2015 (ITU):  92 percent

Social Media/ICT Apps Blocked:  No

Political/Social Content Blocked:  No

Bloggers/ICT Users Arrested:  No

Press Freedom 2016 Status:  Free
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Editor’s Note

On June 23, 2016, outside the coverage period of this report, citizens of the United Kingdom vot-
ed to leave the European Union in a closely contested popular referendum. Prime Minister David 
Cameron resigned as leader of the ruling Conservative Party. He was replaced by Teresa May, who 
was previously the home secretary, in July. 

Introduction

Internet freedom improved slightly, with few reports of political and social websites blocked by 
mistake, though transparency about content controls remains lacking. Online harassment, extremist 
speech, and privacy remained priority issues in the United Kingdom’s internet policy in 2015 and 
2016.  

The UK has consistently been an early adopter of new information and communication technologies 
(ICTs). Internet access is rapidly approaching universal, with competitive prices and generally fast 
speeds. Mobile devices, especially smartphones, have become the most prevalent means of internet 
access. 

Strategies to combat extremist as well as offensive speech online periodically threaten to curb legit-
imate expression. At least two people were briefly detained following derogatory—though nonvi-
olent—social media posts during the coverage period of this report. In February 2016, police were 
called to a school in Southampton by staff who reported a 15-year-old pupil for accessing the web-
site of the populist right-wing United Kingdom Independence Party, concerned about the site’s views 
on immigration and other matters.

The past year saw fierce debate regarding surveillance powers. In June 2015, the Investigato-
ry Powers Tribunal identified irregularities in the Government Communications Headquarters 
(GCHQ) intelligence agency’s handling of communications data intercepted from two civil society 
groups, Amnesty International and the South Africa-based Legal Resources Center. The tribunal 
ruled that those irregularities violated human rights standards, though the interception itself was 
lawful. In February 2016, in a separate case, the tribunal ruled that GCHQ computer network ex-
ploitation or hacking activities were also lawful. 

However, an independent report commissioned by the government and released in June 2015 called 
the existing legislative framework on surveillance “undemocratic, unnecessary and—in the long 
run—intolerable.” On March 1, 2016, the government introduced the Investigatory Powers Bill to 
consolidate and reform surveillance laws. The polarizing piece of legislation was criticized for autho-
rizing overreaching surveillance and undermining privacy. In mid-2016, it was still being debated in 
parliament.

Obstacles to Access

Access to the internet is considered to be a key element determining societal and democratic participa-
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tion in the UK.1 ICT infrastructure is generally strong, allowing high levels of access. The overwhelming 
majority of UK citizens use the internet frequently on a widening variety of devices, particularly smart-
phones.2 In recent years, substantial investments led by the government have led to better levels of ser-
vice for many citizens and businesses. For financial and literacy reasons, those over the age of 75 and 
people in the lowest socioeconomic groups still lack access.3 Policies and regulation in the country tend 
to favor access, although continuing revelations regarding extensive government surveillance practices 
may impact how citizens choose to access the internet. 

Availability and Ease of Access   

Internet penetration was reported at 87 percent, with the share of homes with fixed and mobile 
broadband at 80 percent.4  At the beginning of 2016, there were 24.4 million fixed broadband con-
nections, representing a 4 percent increase over the previous year.5 The average broadband speed in 
2014 was 22.8 Megabits per second (Mbps) according to an August 2015 report,6 continuing a trend 
of rising speeds and growing satisfaction among consumers served by faster fiber-optic based ser-
vices. Nearly 100 percent of all households are within range of ADSL connections. 

While broadband access is effectively ubiquitous, steady progress continues towards the expansion 
of “superfast” broadband that has an advertised speed of at least 30 Mbps.7 In 2015, 30 percent of 
all broadband connections were superfast, compared to 0.2 percent in 2009.8 Funding for a gov-
ernment superfast broadband program, which is aimed at improving broadband speed and access, 
expanded to GBP 1.7 billion (US$ 2.62 billion). 9 In early 2015, an additional 2,411,395 premises had 
access to superfast broadband through the scheme, meaning a total of 80 percent of all UK premises 
had superfast broadband access availability, in line with a target of 95 percent by 2017.10 A voucher 
scheme covering up to GBP 3,000 (US$ 4,440) of installation costs for small and medium enterprises 
has been in place in 50 British cities since April 2015.11  

Mobile telephone penetration is extensive, with a reported penetration rate of 125 percent at the 

1  Ofcom, Internet Citizens 2014 (London: Ofcom), November 27, 2014, http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/research/
telecoms-research/Internet_Citizens_Report_14.pdf, p 1.
2  Ofcom, The Communications Market Report, August 6, 2015, http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/research/cmr/cmr15/
CMR_UK_2015.pdf, p.1
3  Ofcom, Internet Citizens 2014, p.11.
4  Ofcom, Adults’ media usage and attitudes, April 2016, http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/research/media-literacy/
adults-literacy-2016/2016-Adults-media-use-and-attitudes.pdf. The International Telecommunication Union reported 
penetration at 92 percent of the population aged 16 to 74 in 2015. See, International Telecommunication Union, “Percentage of 
Individuals Using the Internet, 2000-2015,” http://bit.ly/1cblxxY.  
5  Ofcom, “Telecommunications market data tables Q3 2015,” January 26, 2016, http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/
research/cmr/telecoms/Q3-2015.pdf p.2.
6  Ofcom, The Communications Market Report 2015, p.15. Akamai reported average connection speeds of 14.9 Mbps in 2016. 
See, “‘First Quarter, 2016 State Of The Internet Report,” June 29, 2016, https://www.akamai.com/us/en/about/news/press/2016-
press/akamai-first-quarter-2016-state-of-the-internet-connectivity-report.jsp. 
7  For local area progress in broadband provision, see DCMS, Table of local broadband projects, October 2014, https://docs.
google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0Ah3sVRjT82kKdEltX0lJNjNVWWhNbjBnNGwxeHhqMHc#gid=0.
8  Ofcom, The Communications Market Report 2015, p3.
9  Department for Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS), 2010 to 2015 government policy: broadband investment, updated May 8, 
2015, https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/2010-to-2015-government-policy-broadband-investment, Appendix 2.
10  DCMS, 2.5 million more UK homes and businesses can now go superfast, https://www.gov.uk/government/news/25-million-
more-uk-homes-and-businesses-can-now-go-superfast .
11  DCMS, 2.5 million more UK homes and businesses can now go superfast note 12.
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http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/research/cmr/cmr15/CMR_UK_2015.pdf
http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/research/cmr/cmr15/CMR_UK_2015.pdf
http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/research/media-literacy/adults-literacy-2016/2016-Adults-media-use-and-attitudes.pdf
http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/research/media-literacy/adults-literacy-2016/2016-Adults-media-use-and-attitudes.pdf
http://bit.ly/1cblxxY
http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/research/cmr/telecoms/Q3-2015.pdf
http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/research/cmr/telecoms/Q3-2015.pdf
file:///X:/Publications/Internet%20Freedom%20Index/2016%20Edition/FOTN%202016%20FINAL%20MATERIALS/Country%20reports/RTF/m/us/en/about/news/press/2016-press/akamai-first-quarter-2016-state-of-the-internet-connectivity-report.jsp
file:///X:/Publications/Internet%20Freedom%20Index/2016%20Edition/FOTN%202016%20FINAL%20MATERIALS/Country%20reports/RTF/m/us/en/about/news/press/2016-press/akamai-first-quarter-2016-state-of-the-internet-connectivity-report.jsp
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0Ah3sVRjT82kKdEltX0lJNjNVWWhNbjBnNGwxeHhqMHc#gid=0
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0Ah3sVRjT82kKdEltX0lJNjNVWWhNbjBnNGwxeHhqMHc#gid=0
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/2010-to-2015-government-policy-broadband-investment
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/25-million-more-uk-homes-and-businesses-can-now-go-superfast
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end of 2015.12 The introduction of faster fourth-generation (4G) services in 2012 encouraged vid-
eo streaming and access to other data services. All national mobile network operators offered 4G 
mobile communication technology, with outdoor 4G coverage from at least one network accessible 
in over 89 percent of UK premises.13 In 2016, 66 percent of adults reported a smartphone was their 
primary device for accessing the internet,14 and reported valuing their smartphone over any other 
communication or media device;15 indeed the smartphone was identified as the primary device for 
access in five out of nine online activities.16

The UK provides a competitive market for internet access, and prices for communications services 
compare favorably with those in other countries, with the scope of services increasing while prices 
continue to fall and remain competitive.17 The average British household spent GBP 81.30 (US$ 125) 
per month on telecommunication services in 2014, a decrease of 0.1 percent from 2013.18 The dif-
ference between superfast and standard services in 2014 was between GBP 5 (US$ 7.66) and GBP 10 
(US$ 15.31) per month.19 While 4G services were initially more expensive than non-4G services, the 
difference is shrinking, and in some cases disappearing. The price basket of mobile services fell by 
0.4 percent in 2014.20

People in the lowest income groups are significantly less likely to have home internet subscriptions, 
with the gap between socioeconomic groups remaining the same for the past few years. In 2014, 
only 63 percent of individuals over the age of 65 used the internet, and among those in the lowest 
socioeconomic group, including unskilled laborers and long-term state dependents, only 64 percent 
self-describe as internet users.21 However, in 2016, it was found that use in the 65 to 74 age group 
has increased by nearly 70 percent since 2011.22 Of the 15 percent of adults without household inter-
net access, 12 percent reported having no intention to get connected.23 There is a no general gender 
gap in internet use though two-thirds of women over 75 have never used the internet.24

Restrictions on Connectivity  

The government does not place limits on the amount of bandwidth ISPs can supply, and the use of 
internet infrastructure is not subject to direct government control. ISPs regularly engage in traffic 
shaping or slowdowns of certain services (such as peer-to-peer file sharing and television streaming). 

12  International Telecommunication Union, Mobile-cellular subscriptions 2000-2015, http://www.itu.int/en/ITU-D/Statistics/
Pages/stat/default.aspx.
13   Ofcom, The Communications Market Report 2015, p.1.
14  Ofcom, Adults’ media usage and attitudes, April 2016 http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/research/media-literacy/
adults-literacy-2016/2016-Adults-media-use-and-attitudes.pdf. 
15  Ofcom, Adults’ media usage and attitudes, April 2016 http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/research/media-literacy/
adults-literacy-2016/2016-Adults-media-use-and-attitudes.pdf. 
16  Ofcom, Adults’ media usage and attitudes, April 2016 http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/research/media-literacy/
adults-literacy-2016/2016-Adults-media-use-and-attitudes.pdf. 
17  Ofcom, The Consumer Experience of 2015: Research Report.
18  Ofcom, The Communications Market Report 2015, p. 304.
19  Ofcom, The Communications Market Report 2015, p. 303.
20  Ofcom, The Communications Market Report 2015, p.317.
21  Ofcom, Internet Citizens 2014.
22  Office for National Statistics, “Internet users in the UK 2016,” May 20, 2016, https://www.ons.gov.uk/
businessindustryandtrade/itandinternetindustry/bulletins/internetusers/2016.     
23  Ofcom, The Communications Market Report 2015, p.352.
24  Office for National Statistics, “Internet users in the UK 2016,” p. 2.
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Mobile providers have cut back on previously unlimited access packages for smartphones, reported-
ly because of concerns about network congestion. 

ICT Market 

The five major internet service providers (ISPs) are British Telecom (BT) with a 32 percent market 
share, Sky (22 percent), Virgin Media (20 percent), TalkTalk (14 percent), and EE (4 percent).25 Through 
local loop unbundling—where communications providers offer services to households using infra-
structure provided mainly by BT and Virgin—a wider number of companies provide internet access. 
Unbundled fixed-lines reached 9.6 million homes in 2015, a 0.2 percent increase since the previous 
year.26 At the time of this report, 95 percent of homes are able to receive unbundled telecommunica-
tions services.27

ISPs are not subject to licensing but must comply with general conditions set by the communica-
tions regulator, Ofcom, such as having a recognized code of practice and being a member of a rec-
ognized alternative dispute-resolution scheme.28 

The telecommunications provider EE leads the mobile operator market, with some 33 percent of 
market, followed by O2 (21 percent), Vodafone (18 percent), Three (10 percent), and Tesco (8.5 per-
cent) according to information from Statista as of June 2015.29  Mobile Virtual Network Operators, 
including Tesco, provide service using the infrastructure of one of the other four. 

Regulatory Bodies 

Ofcom is the primary regulator, by virtue of the broad definitions of responsibility for “citizens,” “con-
sumers,” and “communications matters” granted to it under the Communications Act 2003.30 

In 2012, major ISPs published a “Voluntary Code of Practice in Support of the Open Internet”.31 The 
code commits ISPs to transparency and confirms that traffic management practices will not be used 
to target and degrade the services of a competitor. The code was amended in 2013 to clarify that 
signatories could deploy content filtering or provide such tools where appropriate for public Wi-Fi 
access.32 

In 2013, the domain registrar Nominet reviewed the extent to which the “.uk” domain registration 
policy should restrict offensive or otherwise inappropriate words or expressions in domain name 

25  Ofcom, The Communications Market Report 2015, p.292.
26  Ofcom, The Communications Market Report 2015, p. 283.
27  Ofcom, The Communications Market Report 2015, p. 282.
28  Ofcom, Consolidated Version of General Conditions of Entitlement (London: Ofcom), December 16, 2013, http://
stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/telecoms/ga/GENERAL_CONDITIONS_AS_AT_26_DECEMBER_2013.pdf.
29  “Market share held by mobile operators in the United Kingdom (UK) as of June 2015,” Statista, http://www.statista.com/
statistics/375986/market-share-held-by-mobile-phone-operators-united-kingdom-uk/. 
30  Communications Act 2003, Part 1, Section 3, http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2003/21/contents.
31  Broadband Stakeholder Group, “ISPs launch Open Internet Code of Practice,” July 25, 2012, http://www.broadbanduk.
org/2012/07/25/isps-launch-open-internet-code-of-practice/.
32  Broadband Stakeholder Group, “ISPs launch Open Internet Code of Practice,” May 2013, http://www.broadbanduk.org/wp-
content/uploads/2013/06/BSG-Open-Internet-Code-of-Practice-amended-May-2013.pdf.

http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/telecoms/ga/GENERAL_CONDITIONS_AS_AT_26_DECEMBER_2013.pdf
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http://www.broadbanduk.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/BSG-Open-Internet-Code-of-Practice-amended-May-2013.pdf
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registrations.33 The Nominet Board agreed to all the recommended changes,34 which included a 
post-registration domain name screening to suspend or remove domain names that encourage seri-
ous sexual offenses.35

Other groups regulate content through voluntary ethical codes and co-regulatory rules under inde-
pendent oversight. The Internet Watch Foundation (IWF), an independent self-regulatory body fund-
ed by the European Union (EU) and industry bodies manages criminal online content (see Blocking 
and Filtering).36 The Video On Demand Association, a private self-regulatory body, had previously 
regulated video content in keeping with the EU AudioVisual Media Services Directive. This function 
has been taken over by Ofcom.37 The Advertising Standards Authority and the Independent Press 
Standards Organization regulate newspaper websites. With the exception of child abuse content, 
these bodies eschew pre-publication censorship and operate post-publication notice and takedown 
procedures within the E-Commerce Directive liability framework (see Content Removal).

Limits on Content

Various categories of criminal content such as depictions of child sexual abuse, promotion of extremism 
and terrorism, and copyright infringing materials are blocked by UK ISPs. Parental controls over con-
tent considered unsuitable for children are enabled by default on mobile networks, requiring adults to 
opt out to access adult material. These measures can result in overblocking, and a lack of transparency 
persists regarding the processes involved and the kind of content affected. 

Blocking and Filtering 

Service providers block and filter some illegal and some legal content in the UK, with varying de-
grees of transparency. Illegal content falls into three categories. First, ISPs block potentially illegal 
content depicting child sexual abuse. Second, overseas-based URLs hosting content police report for 
violating the Terrorism Act 2006 by glorifying or promoting terrorism are included in the child filters 
supplied by many ISPs, and inaccessible in schools, libraries, and other facilities considered part of 
the “public estate.”  The list of sites in these two categories is kept from the public to prevent access 
to unlawful materials. Finally, ISPs are also required to block domains and URLs found to be hosting 
material that infringes copyright when ordered by the High Court. Those orders are not kept from 
the public, but can be hard to obtain.38 

Separately, all mobile service providers and some ISPs providing home service filter legal content 
considered unsuitable for children. Mobile service providers enable these filters by default, requiring 
customers to prove they are over 18 to access the unfiltered internet. In 2013, the four largest ISPs 
agreed with the government to present all customers with an “unavoidable choice” about whether 

33  Nominet is the domain registrar in the United Kingdom, and manages access to the .uk, .wales, and .cymru domains.
34  Lord Macdonald QC, Review of .uk Registration Policy, December 2013, http://www.nominet.org.uk/sites/default/files/
Lord%20Macdonald%20Report%20final.pdf.
35  Nominet, “Nominet to update registration policy in light of Lord Macdonald review,” 15 January 2014, http://www.nominet.
org.uk/news/latest/nominet-update-registration-policy-light-lord-macdonald-review.
36  The Internet Watch Foundation, https://www.iwf.org.uk/.
37  DigitalTV Europe, “Ofcom to take over VoD regulation from ATVOD” 14 October 2015, http://www.digitaltveurope.
net/443191/ofcom-to-take-over-vod-regulation-from-atvod/.
38  451 Unavailable, “UK Blocking Orders,” https://www.451unavailable.org/uk-blocking-orders/. 

https://www.iwf.org.uk/members/self-regulation
https://www.iwf.org.uk/partnerships/eu-consortium
https://www.iwf.org.uk/members
http://www.nominet.org.uk/sites/default/files/Lord Macdonald Report final.pdf
http://www.nominet.org.uk/sites/default/files/Lord Macdonald Report final.pdf
http://www.nominet.org.uk/news/latest/nominet-update-registration-policy-light-lord-macdonald-review
http://www.nominet.org.uk/news/latest/nominet-update-registration-policy-light-lord-macdonald-review
https://www.iwf.org.uk/
https://www.451unavailable.org/uk-blocking-orders/
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to enable parentally controlled filters.39 Civil society groups say those filters lack transparency and 
affect too much legitimate content, making it hard for consumers to make informed choices, and for 
content owners to appeal. 

ISPs block URLs using content filtering technology known as Cleanfeed, which was developed by 
BT in 2004.40  In 2011, a judge described Cleanfeed as “a hybrid system of IP address blocking and 
DPI-based URL blocking which operates as a two-stage mechanism to filter specific internet traffic.” 
While the process involves deep packet inspection (DPI), a granular method of monitoring traffic 
that enables ISPs to block individual URLs rather than entire domains, it does not enable “detailed, 
invasive analysis of the contents of a data packet,” according to the judge’s description. Other, similar 
systems adopted by ISPs besides BT are also “frequently referred to as Cleanfeed,” the judge wrote.41 

ISPs are notified about websites hosting content that has been determined to break, or potentially 
break UK law under different procedures: 

•	 The Internet Watch Foundation (IWF) compiles a list of specific URLs containing photo-
graphic or computer-generated depictions of child sexual abuse or criminally obscene adult 
content to distribute to ISPs and other industry stakeholders who support the foundation 
through membership fees.42 ISPs block those URLs in accordance with a voluntary code of 
practice set forth by the Internet Services Providers’ Association (see Regulatory Bodies). 
IWF analysts evaluate sites hosting material that potentially violate a range of UK laws,43 in 
accordance with a Sexual Offences Definitive Guideline published by the Sentencing Council 
under the Ministry of Justice.44 The IWF recommends that ISPs notify customers why the site 
is inaccessible,45 but some have returned error messages instead.46 The IWF website allows 
site owners to appeal their inclusion on the list. Citizens can also report criminal content via 
a hotline. In 2008, the IWF blacklisted a Wikipedia page displaying an album cover depict-
ing a naked girl based on a complaint submitted by a reader. Other Wikipedia users report-
ed that the block affected their ability to edit the site’s user-generated content,47 and the 
IWF subsequently removed the page from the list.48 An independent judicial review of the 
human rights implications of IWF’s operations conducted in 2014 said the body’s work was 
consistent with human rights law.49 The review recommended some improvements, such as 
restricting its remit to child sexual abuse, and appointing a human rights expert. 

39  Ofcom, “Ofcom report on internet safety
measures,” December 16, 2015, http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/internet/fourth_internet_safety_report.pdf 
40  Martin Bright, “BT puts block on child porn sites,” The Guardian, June 6, 2004, https://www.theguardian.com/
technology/2004/jun/06/childrensservices.childprotection; “TCP Reset is sent back to the customer instead of content,” The 
Guardian, December 8, 2008, https://www.theguardian.com/technology/blog/2008/dec/08/internet-censorship-wikipedia-
diagram; Open Rights Group Wiki, “Cleanfeed,” https://wiki.openrightsgroup.org/wiki/Cleanfeed.
41  [2011] EWHC 1981 (Ch), accessible: http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/shared/bsp/hi/pdfs/28_07_11_bt_newzbin_ruling.pdf. 
42  Internet Watch Foundation, “URL List Policy,” https://www.iwf.org.uk/members/member-policies/url-list.
43  Internet Watch Foundation, “Laws Relating to the IWF’s Remit,” https://www.iwf.org.uk/hotline/the-laws. 
44  Sentencing Council, Sexual Offences Definitive Guideline, https://www.sentencingcouncil.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/
Final_Sexual_Offences_Definitive_Guideline_content_web1.pdf.
45  Internet Watch Foundation, “Blocking: Good Practice,” https://www.iwf.org.uk/members/member-policies/url-list/blocking-
good-practice.
46  Open Rights Group Wiki, “Cleanfeed,” https://wiki.openrightsgroup.org/wiki/Cleanfeed.
47  BBC News, “Wikipedia child image censored,” December 8, 2008, http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/7770456.stm.
48  ISP Review, “Internet Watch Foundation U-Turns on Wikipedia Block,” December 10, 2008, http://www.ispreview.co.uk/
news/EkkllAlVuVbKzPsVgN.html. 
49  “IWF audited on human right,” January 27, 2014, https://www.iwf.org.uk/about-iwf/news/post/380-iwf-audited-on-human-
rights.
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•	 The police Counter Terrorism Internet Referral Unit compiles a list of URLs hosted overseas 
containing material considered to glorify or incite terrorism under the Terrorism Act 2006,50 
which are filtered on networks of the public estate, such as schools and libraries; they can 
still be accessed on private computers.51 In 2014, the four largest ISPs, BT, Virgin, Sky, and 
TalkTalk, said they would also filter this content from children and young internet users.52 

•	 The UK High Court can order ISPs to block websites found to be infringing copyright under 
the Copyright, Designs, and Patents Act 1988. The High Court has held that publishing a 
link to copyright infringing material, rather than actually hosting it, does not amount to 
an infringement;53 this approach was confirmed by the Court of Justice of the European 
Union.54 In October 2014, a new intellectual property framework included exceptions for 
making personal copies of protected work for private use, as well as for “parody, caricature 
and pastiche.”55 Sections 17 and 18 of the Digital Economy Act (DEA) of 2010 separately 
allowed for the courts to order websites containing “substantial” violations of copyright to 
be blocked. In August 2011, the government announced that the DEA’s blocking provisions 
would be dropped, in part because it was already authorized under another law.56 Copy-
right-related blocking has been criticized for its inefficiency and lack of transparency. In May 
2010, an Ofcom review determined that the practice is unlikely to be effective unless used in 
conjunction with other measures.57 During the coverage period, the High Court ordered six 
ISPs to ban dozens of sites that copied or mirrored the content available on sites that had 
been blocked in the past.58 After lobbying from the London-based Open Rights Group, in 
December 2014 BT, Sky, and Virgin Media began informing visitors to sites blocked by court 
order that the order can be appealed with the High Court.59  

Mobile service providers also block URLs identified by the IWF as containing potentially illegal con-
tent. However, Mobile UK (formerly the Mobile Broadband Group), an industry group which consists 
of Vodafone, Three, EE, and O2,60 introduced additional filtering of content considered unsuitable for 
children in a code of practice published in 2004 and last updated in July 2013.61 These child filters 
are enabled by default in mobile internet browsers, though users can disable them by verifying they 

50  Open Net Initiative, “United Kingdom,” December 18, 2010, https://opennet.net/research/profiles/united-
kingdom#footnote47_syc8fbo; Terrorism Act 2006, http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2006/11/pdfs/ukpga_20060011_en.pdf. 
51  What do they Know, attachment to the Freedom of Information request “Current status of terrorist internet filtering,” June 
28, 2013, https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/160774/response/404100/attach/html/3/attachment.pdf.html 
52  Patrick Wintour, “UK ISPs to introduce jihadi and terror content reporting button,” The Guardian, November 13, 2014, 
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2014/nov/14/uk-isps-to-introduce-jihadi-and-terror-content-reporting-button 
53  Paramount Home Entertainment International Ltd  v British Sky Broadcasting Ltd  [2013] EWHC 3479 (Ch). For instances 
where the individual is merely browsing the content, the Supreme Court has held that this does not amount to an infringement. 
PRCA v The Newspaper Licensing Agency Limited [2013] UKSC 18. 
54  Case C-466/12 Svensson and others v Retreiver Sverige, full judgement at: http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.
jsf?docid=147847&doclang=EN 
55  “Major reform of intellectual property comes into force,” UK Department for Business, Innovation and Skills, September 30, 
2014, https://www.gov.uk/government/news/major-reform-of-intellectual-property-comes-into-force. 
56  BBC News, “Government drops website blocking,” August 3, 2011, http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-14372698.
57  Ofcom, “Site blocking” to reduce online copyright infringement,” May 27, 2010 http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/
internet/site-blocking.pdf.
58  “UK ISPs Unleash 85+ New Blocks on ‘Pirate’ Domains” Torrent Freak, December 14, 2015, https://torrentfreak.com/uk-
isps-unleash-85-new-blocks-on-pirate-domains-151214/. 
59  Jim Killock, “Website blocking orders made more transparent,” Open Rights Group, December 5, 2014, https://www.
openrightsgroup.org/blog/2014/website-blocking-orders-made-more-transparent.
60  Mobile UK, “Who we are,” http://www.mobilebroadbandgroup.com/about-mobile-uk.html 
61  Mobile Broadband Group, “UK Code of practice for the self-regulation of content on
mobiles,” version 3, July 1, 2013, http://www.mobilebroadbandgroup.com/documents/UKCodeofpractice_mobile_160515.pdf 
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are over 18. Mobile Virtual Network Operators are believed to “inherit the parent service’s filtering 
infrastructure, though they can choose whether to make this available to their customers.”62 Trans-
parency about what content is affected depends on the provider. O2 allows its users to check how a 
particular site has been classified.63 

The filtering is based on a classification framework for mobile content published by the British 
Board of Film Classification (BBFC).64 Definitions of content the BBFC considers suitable for adults 
only include “the promotion, glamorization or encouragement of the misuse of illegal drugs;” “sex 
education and advice which is aimed at adults;” and “discriminatory language or behavior which is 
frequent and/or aggressive, and/or accompanied by violence and not condemned,” among others. 
The BBFC adjudicates appeals from content owners about overblocking and publishes the results 
quarterly.65 

The four largest ISPs, BT, Sky, Virgin Media and TalkTalk, offer all customers the choice to activate 
similar filters to protect children under categories that vary by provider, but can include social net-
working, games, and sexual education.66 Website owners can check whether their site is filtered un-
der one or more category, or report overblocking, by emailing the industry-backed nonprofit group 
Internet Matters,67 though the process and timeframe for correcting mistakes varies by provider.  

These optional filters can affect a range of legitimate content including public health, homosexuality, 
drug awareness, and pages run by civil society groups and political parties. In 2012, O2 customers 
were temporarily unable to access the website of the right-wing nationalist British National Party.68 
Civil society groups also have criticized the subjectivity of the content selected for filtering. A 2014 
magazine article noted that all the ISPs had blocked dating sites with the exception of Virgin Media, 
which operates one.69 During the coverage period of this report, an Ofcom report said that the ISPs 
include “proxy sites, whose primary purpose is to bypass filters or increase user anonymity, as part 
of their standard blocking lists.”70 Transparency about the process remains lacking. In August 2015, 
when a watchmaking business complained to BT that their company website was blocked by its Pa-
rental Control software, the provider responded that the process had been outsourced to “an expert 
third party,” and that BT was “not involved.”71 

Blocked!, a site operated by the Open Rights Group, allows users to test the accessibility of web-
sites and report overblocking of content by both home broadband and mobile internet providers.72 
In mid-2016, the website listed 11,715 sites blocked by default filters, meaning a user would have 

62  Blocked! “Frequently Asked Questions,” https://www.blocked.org.uk/faq.
63  O2, “Site Checker,” http://urlchecker18plus.o2.co.uk/.
64  BBFC, “Mobile Content: Framework,” http://www.bbfc.co.uk/what-classification/mobile-content/framework. In 2013, the 
British Board of Film Classification took over this function from the Independent Mobile Classification Body. See, BBFC, “BBFC 
replaces the Independent Mobile Classification Board (IMCB) as the regulation framework provider for mobile internet content,” 
July 1, 2013, http://www.bbfc.co.uk/about-bbfc/media-centre/bbfc-replaces-independent-mobile-classification-board-imcb-
regulation. 
65  BBFC, “Quarterly Report,” http://www.bbfc.co.uk/what-classification/mobile-content/quarterly-report.
66  Ofcom, “Ofcom report on internet safety measures.”
67  https://www.internetmatters.org/parental-controls/info-site-owners/ 
68  Thomas Brewster, O2 blocks BNP website as ‘hate site’, Tech Week Europe, May 18, 2012, http://www.techweekeurope.
co.uk/workspace/o2-blocks-bnp-website-as-hate-site-78653. 
69  Steven Mackenzie, “Internet Access: Are You Being Subjected To ‘Private Sector Censorship?’” The Big Issue, September 10, 
2014, http://www.bigissue.com/features/4323/internet-access-are-you-being-subjected-to-private-sector-censorship.
70  Ofcom, “Ofcom report on internet safety measures.” 
71  Blocked! “The personal cost of filters,” https://www.blocked.org.uk/personal-stories. 
72  Blocked! “Are you being blocked?” https://www.blocked.org.uk/.
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to proactively disable the filter in order to view the content affected. A further 21,239 sites were 
blocked by filters which users enable by choice.   

Content Removal 

Material blacklisted by the IWF because it constitutes a criminal offense (see Blocking and Filtering) 
can also be subject to removal. When the content in question is hosted on servers in the UK, the IWF 
coordinates with police and local hosting companies to have it taken down. For content that is host-
ed on servers overseas, the IWF coordinates with international hotlines and police authorities to get 
the offending content taken down in the host country. Similar processes are in place for the inves-
tigation of online materials inciting hatred under the oversight of TrueVision, a site that is managed 
by the police.73

The Terrorism Act calls for the removal of online material hosted in the UK if it “glorifies or praises” 
terrorism, could be useful to conducting terrorism, or incites people to carry out or support terror-
ism. A Counter Terrorism Internet Referral Unit (CTIRU) was set up in 2010 to investigate internet ma-
terials and take down instances of “jihadist propaganda.”74 The CTIRU compiles lists of URLs hosting 
such material outside its jurisdictions, which are then passed on to service providers for voluntary 
filtering (see Blocking and Filtering). In June 2015, Home Secretary Theresa May said the unit was 
taking down “about 1,000 pieces of terrorist-related material per week.”75 

According to EU Directive 2000/31/EC (the E-Commerce Directive), website owners and companies 
who knowingly host illicit material and fail to remove it may held liable, even if the content was 
created by users.76 While that directive applies to libelous content, updates to the Defamation Act 
effective since January 1, 2014 provide greater protections for companies by limiting their liability for 
user-generated content that is considered defamatory. 

However, the Defamation Act offers protection to website operators from private libel suits based 
on third-party postings only if the victim alleging defamation can find the user responsible.77 While 
the act does not specify what sort of information the website operator must provide to plaintiffs, 
unauthenticated identity information may be falsified by users and prevent the operator from ben-
efiting from the act’s liability protections, thus placing website operators in the position of requiring 
authenticated identity information or risk civil liability.78 

In May 2014, European Court of Justice gave search engines the task of removing links from their 

73  True Vision, “Internet Hate Crime,” http://www.report-it.org.uk/reporting_internet_hate_crime.
74  “2010 to 2015 government policy: counter-terrorism,” Gov.UK, May 8, 2015, https://www.gov.uk/government/
publications/2010-to-2015-government-policy-counter-terrorism/2010-to-2015-government-policy-counter-terrorism; National 
Police Chiefs Council, “The Counter Terrorism Internet Referral Unit,” http://www.npcc.police.uk/NPCCBusinessAreas/PREVENT/
TheCounterTerrorismInternetReferralUnit.aspx. 
75  They Work For You, House of Commons Debate, June 11, 2015, c1367, https://www.theyworkforyou.com/
debates/?id=2015-06-11c.1353.0#g1367.1.
76  Legislation at: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/en/ALL/?uri=CELEX%3A32000L0031.   
77  Mike Masnick, “Did UK Gov’t Already effectively Outlaw Anonymity Online With Its New Defamation Law?,” TechDirt, 
August 11, 2014, https://www.techdirt.com/articles/20140807/17234928145/did-uk-govt-already-effectively-outlaw-anonymity-
online-with-its-new-defamation-law.shtml.  
78  Eric Goldman, “UK’s New Defamation Law May Accelerate The Death of Anonymous User-Generated Content 
Internationally,” Forbes, Sept. 9, 2014, http://www.forbes.com/sites/ericgoldman/2013/05/09/uks-new-defamation-law-
may-accelerate-the-death-of-anonymous-user-generated-content-internationally/; Mike Masnick, “Did UK Gov’t Already 
effectively Outlaw Anonymity Online With Its New Defamation Law?,” TechDirt, Aug. 11, 2014, https://www.techdirt.com/
articles/20140807/17234928145/did-uk-govt-already-effectively-outlaw-anonymity-online-with-its-new-defamation-law.shtml.  
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search results at the request of individuals if the stories in question were deemed to be inadequate 
or irrelevant. The so-called “right to be forgotten” ruling has had an impact on the way content is 
handled in the UK. Google reported receiving 93,968 requests involving the UK, requesting the re-
moval of 215,066 URLs from its search results by July 2016, and complied in 39 percent of cases.79 
The BBC publishes a regular list of its news stories which have been delisted by search engines.80 In 
May 2015, news reports said that the UK’s data protection authority, the Information Commissioner’s 
Office, was in talks with Google over 48 cases that it believed the search engine had not resolved 
effectively.81 

In 2016, Google announced that beginning mid-February, it would expand the right to be forgotten 
by removing links from all versions of its search engine.82 It had previously removed them only on 
the local version in the country where the request originated, such as Google.co.uk, leaving them 
accessible to UK-based users searching international versions like Google.com. The change applies 
only to users with IP addresses indicating they are located within the jurisdiction of the removal re-
quest. The links remain available in searches conducted outside that jurisdiction. 

Media, Diversity, and Content Manipulation   

Self-censorship is difficult to measure in the United Kingdom, but not a grave concern. After the 
January 2015 attack on the French publication Charlie Hebdo some news outlets refrained from pub-
lishing the magazine’s controversial cartoons of the prophet Muhammad,83 but the decision was not 
government influenced or mandated. 

Due to the UK’s extensive surveillance practices (see Surveillance, Privacy and Anonymity), it is pos-
sible that certain online groups self-censor to avoid potential government interference. Media and 
civil society groups filed legal challenges after Edward Snowden made GCHQ surveillance practices 
public, indicating heightened concern about the privacy of their communications. In September 
2014, the London-based Bureau for Investigative Journalism filed an application with the European 
Court of Human Rights to rule on whether UK legislation properly protects journalists’ sources and 
communications from government scrutiny and mass surveillance.84 In January 2015, the European 
Court of Human Rights prioritized the case,85 but in mid-2016 it remained pending.

There is no evidence documenting government manipulation of online content. Online media outlets 
face economic constraints that negatively impact their financial sustainability, but these are due to 

79  Google Transparency Report, “European privacy requests for search removals,” https://www.google.com/
transparencyreport/removals/europeprivacy/. 
80  Neil MacIntosh, “List of BBC web pages which have been removed from Google’s search results,” BBC Internet Blog, June 
25 2015  http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/internet/entries/1d765aa8-600b-4f32-b110-d02fbf7fd379; and “May 2016: List of BBC 
web pages which have been removed from Google’s search results,” http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/internet/entries/b5963593-
e7ca-4605-98fe-31f171874743 
81  Kevin Rawlinson, Google in ‘right to be forgotten talks with regulator’, BBC News, 13 May 2015 http://www.bbc.co.uk/
news/technology-32720944.
82  ‘Google takes wider action on ‘right to be forgotten’ BBC News, February 11 2016, http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/
technology-35548532.   
83  “News orgs censor Charlie Hebdo cartoons after attack,” Politico, January 7, 2015, http://www.politico.com/blogs/
media/2015/01/news-orgs-censor-charlie-hebdo-cartoons-after-attack-200709.html#.VK18tMDFVi5.twitter.
84  A summary of the Bureau’s application to the European Court of Human Rights: https://www.thebureauinvestigates.
com/2014/09/14/a-summary-of-the-bureaus-application-to-the-european-court-of-human-rights/. 
85  Melanie Newman, “Surveillance state Boost for press freedom campaign as European court prioritises Bureau’s 
legal challenge to UK snooping laws,” Bureau of Investigative Journalism website, January 20, 2015, https://www.
thebureauinvestigates.com/2015/01/20/boost-press-freedom-european-court-bureau-case-snooping-laws/.
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market forces, not political intervention. Publications have struggled to find a profitable system for 
their online news platforms.

The UK lacks explicit protections for net neutrality, the principle that ISPs should not throttle, block 
or otherwise discriminate against internet traffic based on content. Ofcom called for a self-regula-
tory approach to the issue in 2011,86 describing the blocking of services and sites by ISPs as “highly 
undesirable” but subject to self-correction based on market forces.87 Developments at EU level could 
have an impact on net neutrality provisions in the UK, after agreement has been reached to ban paid 
prioritization—content owners being able to pay to ISPs to push their content first—across the EU 
as part of the Digital Single Market policy package, which seeks to strengthen the digital economy 
through increased support and access.88 

There are a wide variety of digital news platforms available, with 60 percent of people reporting 
that they consume news online, and 44 percent reporting that they consume news through apps. 
Blogs and social media also act as sources of news. Diverse views are present online, but may not be 
widely read, as 59 percent of people said they obtain news from the BBC website or app, 18 percent 
through Google, and 17 percent on Facebook.89 

Digital Activism 

Online political mobilization continues to grow both in terms of numbers of participants and num-
bers of campaigns, though the efficacy of online mobilization remains subject to debate and it is 
impossible to explain success with reference to online campaigns alone.  Petition and advocacy plat-
forms such as 38 Degrees and AVAAZ continued to grow, with AVAAZ claiming around 1.6 million 
users registered in the UK in 2015.  All civil society organizations, charities and political parties now 
view online communication as an indispensable part of a wider campaign strategy.

In the lead up to the June 2016 referendum on the UK’s membership of the European Union, the 
political discourse was largely conducted online, in keeping with other elections. Analysis of varying 
social media sites had found that, quantitatively, posts sympathetic to the leave campaign had more 
posts.90 This was also found in independent research on Instagram users.91 

Privacy advocates have also used digital tools to promote transparency about surveillance. In Feb-
ruary 2015, the Investigatory Powers Tribunal said that aspects of the way UK and U.S. intelligence 
agencies shared information intercepted from internet communications between 2007 and 2014 
breached human rights law (see Surveillance, Privacy and Anonymity).92 The tribunal is obligated to 

86  Ofcom, Ofcom’s approach to net neutrality, November 11, 2011, http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/consultations/net-
neutrality/statement/. 
87  European Commission, ‘Digital Single Market’, http://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/en/eu-actions; Andrus Ansip, “Making 
the EU work for people: roaming and the open internet,” blog, European Commission, July 8, 2015, https://ec.europa.eu/
commission/2014-2019/ansip/blog/making-eu-work-people-roaming-and-open-internet_en. 
88  European Commission, ‘Digital Single Market’, http://ec.europa.eu/priorities/digital-single-market_en 
89  Ofcom, “News Consumption in the UK,” June 2014, http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/research/tv-research/
news/2014/News_Report_2014.pdf. 
90  John Hermann, “‘Brexit’ Talk on Social Media Favored the ‘Leave’ Side,” New York Times, June 24, 2016, http://www.nytimes.
com/2016/06/25/business/brexit-talk-on-social-media-heavily-favored-the-leave-side.html?_r=0
91  Vyacheslav Polonski, “Social media voices in the UK’s EU referendum,” Mashable, May 15, 2016 https://medium.com/@
slavacm/social-media-voices-in-the-uks-eu-referendum-brexit-or-bremain-what-does-the-internet-say-about-ebbd7b27cf0f#.
usbbg521g. 
92  Owen Bowcott, “UK-US surveillance regime was unlawful ‘for seven years’,” February 6, 2015, http://www.theguardian.com/
uk-news/2015/feb/06/gchq-mass-internet-surveillance-unlawful-court-nsa. 
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respond to any individual complaints and reveal if an individual was illegally monitored during that 
period. If so, the individual can ask that the data be deleted. To facilitate such complaints, Privacy 
International provided a form on its website which it submits to the Tribunal on behalf of individuals. 
More than 6,000 people signed up in the first 24 hours after the form was launched in early 2015.93 

Violations of User Rights

The government has placed significant emphasis on stopping the dissemination of terrorist and hate 
speech online and on protecting individuals from targeted harassment on social media. User rights are 
undermined by extensive surveillance measures used by the government to monitor the flow of infor-
mation for law enforcement and foreign intelligence purposes. There were several notable legal chang-
es over the past year in these areas. 

Legal Environment 

The UK does not have a written constitution or other omnibus legislation detailing the scope of gov-
ernmental power and individual rights. Instead, these constitutional powers and individual rights are 
encapsulated in various statutes and common law. The provisions of the European Convention on 
Human Rights (ECHR) were adopted into law via the Human Rights Act 1998.  In 2014, Conservative 
Party officials, including the prime minister, announced their intentions to repeal the Human Rights 
Act in favor of a UK Bill of Rights in order to give British courts more control over application of hu-
man rights principles.94 No such bill had been introduced to Parliament in mid-2016.95

Prosecutions for statements and messages posted online fall under various laws, including Section 
5 of the Public Order Act 1986, which penalizes “threatening, abusive or insulting words or behavior.” 
In 2013, it was amended to remove insults.96 Section 127 of the Communications Act 2003 punishes 

“grossly offensive” communications sent through the internet.97

In February 2015, the Criminal Justice and Courts Act 2015 amended Section 1 of the Malicious 
Communications Act 1988.98 The act already criminalized targeting individuals with abusive and 
offensive content online “with the purpose of causing distress or anxiety.” The amendment addition-
ally criminalized ‘revenge porn,’ the unwanted sharing of an individual’s own private, sexual media 
for the purposes of embarrassment and humiliation,99 and increased the maximum penalty from six 
months to two years in prison. These offenses were previously confined to the magistrates’ courts, 

93  Nicole Kobie, “From GCHQ to tech giants: why the fight for your personal data matters,” The Guardian, March 3, 2015, 
http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2015/mar/03/gchq-tech-giants-fight-for-personal-data. 
94  Oliver Wright, “David Cameron to ‘scrap’ Human Rights Act for new ‘British Bill of Rights,’” The Independent, Oct. 1, 2014, 
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/conservative-party-conference-cameron-announces-plans-to-scrap-human-
rights-act-9767435.html. 
95  Owen Bowcott, “Plans to scrap the Human Rights Act delayed again”, The Guardian, December 2, 2015 http://www.
theguardian.com/law/2015/dec/02/plan-to-scrap-human-rights-act-delayed-again.
96  Adam Wagner, “Public insults to be legalised but grossly offensive messages still criminal”, The UK Human Rights Blog, 
https://ukhumanrightsblog.com/2013/01/15/public-insults-to-be-legalised-but-grossly-offensive-messages-still-criminal/;  See 
also CPS guidance on the offence: http://www.cps.gov.uk/legal/p_to_r/public_order_offences/#Section_5.
97  Claire Overman and Andrew Wheelhouse, “Papa Don’t Preach (You May be Found Guilty of Hate Speech),” Oxford Human 
Rights Hub, March 22, 2016, http://ohrh.law.ox.ac.uk/papa-dont-preach-you-may-be-found-guilty-of-hate-speech/.
98  Ministry of Justice and The Rt Hon Chris Grayling MP, “Internet trolls to face 2 years in prison,” Gov.uk, Press Release, Oct. 
20, 2014, https://www.gov.uk/government/news/internet-trolls-to-face-2-years-in-prison. 
99  “’Revenge porn’ illegal under new law in England and Wales,” BBC, February 12, 2015, http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-
31429026. 
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but the new law, effective in England and Wales as of April 13, 2015, allows the crown court to hear 
the more serious offenses, since it can issue higher prison sentences.100 The changes also extended 
the time limit to bring charges for these offenses to three years from the date of the offense.101  

The Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) publishes specific guidelines for the prosecution of crimes 
“committed by the sending of a communication via social media.”102 Updates in 2014 put digital ha-
rassment offenses committed with the intent to coerce the victims into sexual activity under the Sex-
ual Offences Act 2003, which carries a maximum of 14 years in prison.103 Revised guidelines were is-
sued in March 2016.104 The guidelines identify four categories of communications subject to possible 
prosecution under UK law: Credible threats; communications targeting specific individuals; breach 
of court orders; and grossly offensive, false, obscene, or indecent communications. They also advise 
prosecutors to consider the age and maturity of the poster before pursuing charges.  Some observ-
ers said this could criminalize the creation of pseudonymous accounts, although only in conjunction 
with activity considered abusive.105 

Some changes to the legal framework were debated during the coverage period. The Copyright, 
Designs, and Patents Act 1988 carries a maximum two year prison sentence for offenses committed 
online. In July 2015, the government held a public consultation regarding a proposal to increase the 
sentence to 10 years. Of the 1,011 responses, only 21 supported the proposal,106 but in April 2016, a 
government consultation paper announced plans to submit an amendment to include the 10-year 
maximum sentence to parliament “at the earliest available legislative opportunity.”107 

In September 2015, the home secretary outlined a proposal for “extremism disruption orders.”108 The 
orders would allow judicial review of individuals and groups who “spread hate but do not break laws,” 
disallowing them from posting messages to social media without first gaining government approv-
al.109 That proposal, supported by the prime minister, also included plans to grant Ofcom powers 
to prevent broadcast of “extremist messages,” requiring pre-transmission monitoring of content.110 
However, the proposal met vocal opposition even from within the Conservative Party.111

100  “Internet trolls face up to two years in jail under new laws,” BBC, October 19, 2014, http://bbc.in/ZAY5p9
101  Ministry of Justice and The Rt Hon Chris Grayling MP, “Internet trolls to face 2 years in prison,” Gov.uk, Press Release, 
October 20, 2014, https://www.gov.uk/government/news/internet-trolls-to-face-2-years-in-prison.  
102  CPS, “Guidelines on prosecuting cases involving communications sent via social media,” http://www.cps.gov.uk/legal/a_
to_c/communications_sent_via_social_media/.
103  “Guidelines on prosecuting cases involving communications sent via social media,” Crown Prosecution Service, amended 
October 2014, www.parliament.uk/documents/lords-committees/communications/socialmediaoffences/DPPLetter171014.pdf; 
Owen Bowcott, “Revenge porn could lead to 14-year-sentence, new guidelines clarify,” The Guardian, October 7, 2014, www.
theguardian.com/law/2014/oct/07/revenge-porn-14-year-sentence-cps-guidelines. 
104  CPS, “New guidelines published on the prosecution of those who abuse victims online,” March 3, 2016, http://www.cps.
gov.uk/news/latest_news/new_guidelines_published_on_the_prosecution_of_those_who_abuse_victims_online/.
105  David Barrett, “Faking social media accounts could lead to criminal charges” The Telegraph, March 3, 2016 http://www.
telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/crime/12180782/Faking-social-media-accounts-could-lead-to-criminal-charges.html.
106  Intellectual Property Office, “Summary of responses: Consultation on changes to the penalties…,” http://bit.ly/2fzuCGw.  
107  Intellectual Property Office, “Criminal Sanctions for Online Copyright Infringement: Government Consultation Response,” 
http://bit.ly/1putial.  
108  Alan Travis, “What are Theresa May’s new ‘extremism disruption orders,’” The Guardian, September 2014, http://www.
theguardian.com/politics/2014/sep/30/theresa-may-extremism-disruption-orders. 
109  John Bingham, “Sharia law or gay marriage critics would be branded ‘extremists’ under Tory plans, atheists and Christians 
warn,” The Telegraph, October 31, 2014, http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/politics/11202290/Sharia-law-or-gay-marriage-
critics-would-be-branded-extremists-under-Tory-plans-atheists-and-Christians-warn.html.
110  Rowena Mason and Alan Travis, “David Cameron backs proposal to block extremist messages on TV,” The Guardian, May 
22, 2015, http://bit.ly/2fFTGLY
111  Alan Travis, “It wasn’t just Lib Dems who opposed Theresa May’s counter-extremism plans,” The Guardian, May 13, 2015, 
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/may/13/theresa-mays-counter-extremism-proposals-are-fraught-with-difficulties. 
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In 2014, a House of Lords committee recommended that websites allowing individuals to post con-
tent anonymously or under a pseudonym should be required to establish their actual identity.112 
Critics argue that such a measure would chill speech by removing the protections of anonymity from 
those afraid of repercussions.113 In mid-2016, no action had been taken on the report’s recommen-
dation had been taken. 

Libel laws that tended to favor the plaintiff had previously led to a large number of libel suits with 
only tenuous connection to the UK being brought in its courts, a phenomenon known as “libel tour-
ism.” This has had a chilling effect on free speech in the UK, which the Defamation Act 2013 intend-
ed to reduce. Sections which became active in January 2014 require claimants to prove that England 
and Wales is the most appropriate forum for the action, set a serious harm threshold for claims, and 
codify certain defenses such as truth and honest opinion. The overall number of defamation cases in 
the UK had fallen by 40 percent in the 2016 reporting period.114

Prosecutions and Detentions for Online Activities 

Prosecutions involving interactions on social media increased in recent years, although jail sentences 
for political, social, or religious speech protected under human rights norms remain rare. According 
to a Freedom of Information request in October 2014,115 about 12,000 people were prosecuted for 
offensive speech made via social media between 2008 and 2013. 

Prosecutors have targeted Islamic extremism online. In April 2016, a court in London jailed Moham-
med Moshin Ameen for five years for posting 8,000 Islamic State propaganda messages aimed at 
young men in the UK via 42 Twitter accounts.116 He pleaded guilty to five counts of encouraging 
terrorist acts on social media, disseminating a terrorist video, and inviting support for a proscribed 
organization.

Other detentions involved comments about Muslims, though no prosecutions were subsequently 
reported. On February 16, 2016, Police Scotland arrested a man for posting a series of offensive 
messages on Facebook about the resettlement of Syrian refugees on the Isle of Bute, approximately 
45 miles east of Glasgow.117  Police Scotland said that they would not “tolerate any form of activity 
which could incite hatred and provoke offensive comments on social media.”118 In a separate, wide-
ly publicized case, police in south London arrested a man on March 23, 2016 for a Twitter post in 
which he described “confronting” a Muslim woman and asking her to “explain” a series of bombings 

112  Communications Committee – First Report: Social media and criminal Offences, House of Lords, July 22, 2014, ¶54, http://
www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld201415/ldselect/ldcomuni/37/3704.htm#a14. 
113  Danny O’Brien, “UK’s Lords and EU Take Aim at Online Anonymity,” Electronic Frontier Foundation, August 5, 2014, 
https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2014/08/uks-lords-and-eu-take-aim-online-anonymity. 
114  Judicial Statistics, 2015: Issued defamation claims down by 40%, the second lowest number since 1992, http://bit.
ly/2emOcbg
115  What Do They Know, “Social Media Abuse,” https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/social_media_
abuse#incoming-579232.
116  “Security guard jailed for five years over tweets glorifying Isis,” The Guardian, April 28, 2016, http://www.theguardian.com/
uk-news/2016/apr/28/security-guard-mohammed-moshin-ameen-jailed-for-five-years-over-tweets-glorifying-isis 
117  Libby Brooks, “Man arrested for Facebook posts about Syrian refugees in Scotland”, The Guardian, February 16, 2016, 
http://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2016/feb/16/man-arrested-facebook-posts-syrian-refugees-scotland.
118  Libby Brooks, “Man arrested for Facebook posts.”
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carried out by Islamic State in Brussels on March 22.119 A charge against him under the Public Order 
Act was dropped on March 25. 

Some critics fear the drive against online extremism may affect individuals expressing or accessing 
political opinion. In February 2016, staff at a school in Southampton reported a 15-year-old pupil to 
police for accessing the United Kingdom Independence Party website in class, citing concern about 
the right-wing site’s “extremist views.”120 The pupil said he was conducting research, and police took 
no further action.121

Changes in the law provided a means for redress for those affected by revenge porn (see Legal En-
vironment). At least 175 cases were reported to police between April and October 2015, according 
to the Guardian.122 That figure, obtained from a freedom of information request, covered “just over a 
third of police forces in England and Wales.” 

Some of these cases were prosecuted during the reporting period. On September 1, 2015, Paige 
Mitchell pleaded guilty to assault and posting four sexually explicit pictures of her girlfriend on Face-
book after an argument.123 A court in Stevenage, Hertfordshire, sentenced her to six weeks in prison, 
suspended for 18 months, and mandatory counselling. In a separate case in October 2015, a court 
in Newport, Wales, sentenced Jesse Hawthorne to 16 weeks in prison, suspended for 12 months, for 
posting an explicit image of his ex-girlfriend on Facebook. He was barred from communicating with 
his ex-girlfriend for two years, including on social media.124

Surveillance, Privacy, and Anonymity 

Surveillance became a major point of contention in the UK following the revelations by former Na-
tional Security Agency (NSA) contractor Edward Snowden on the activities of GCHQ and its interna-
tional counterparts, published by the Guardian since June 2013. One of the priorities of the current 
government is the overhaul of investigatory powers of its law enforcement and intelligence agencies. 
Over the past two years, investigatory powers have been subject to independent reviews. In these 
reviews, it has been consistently found that surveillance regulation is in need of reform, particularly 
in relation to specification of scope, establishing credible oversight, and appropriate safeguards 
for individual liberty. On March 1, 2016, the government introduced the Investigatory Powers Bill 
to consolidate and reform surveillance laws.125 Critics say it lacks adequate safeguards and would 

119  Alexandra Sims “Brussels attacks: Croydon man charged after tweet ‘confronting Muslim woman over Brussels attacks’”, 
The Independent, 25 March 2016, http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/crime/brussels-attacks-croydon-man-matthew-
doyle-charged-tweet-confronting-muslim-woman-brussels-attacks-a6951711.html.    
120  Siobhan Fenton “School calls police because pupil visited UKIP website on class computer” The Independent, 27 February 
2016, http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/school-called-police-because-boy-visited-ukip-website-on-class-
computer-a6899641.html 
121  “Hedge End school defends UKIP call” The Breeze, 29 February 2016, http://www.thebreeze.com/southampton/news/
local-news/hedge-end-school-defends-police-ukip-call/ 
122  Josh Halliday, “Revenge porn: 175 cases reported to police in six months,” The Guardian, October 11, 2015, http://www.
theguardian.com/uk-news/2015/oct/11/revenge-porn-175-cases-reported-to-police-in-six-months 
123  CPS, “Female sentenced for revenge porn, believed to be first female prosecuted under the new law.” http://www.cps.gov.
uk/news/latest_news/female_sentenced_for_revenge_porn/ ; Ben Farmer, “Revenge porn: First woman sentenced for offence is 
spared jail,” The Telegraph, September 1, 2015, http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/law-and-order/11836591/Revenge-
porn-First-woman-sentenced-for-offence-is-spared-jail.html 
124  ”Jesse Hawthorne gets suspended jail term for ‘revenge porn’”, BBC News, 7 October 2015, http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/
uk-wales-south-east-wales-34468647.
125  UK Home Office, “Investigatory Powers Bill,” March 1, 2016, https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/investigatory-
powers-bill. 
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oblige the technology industry to provide backdoors to government agencies.  In mid-2016, it was 
still being debated in parliament.

There are a number of legislative measures authorizing surveillance,126 including the Regulation of 
Investigatory Powers Act 2000 (RIPA).127 RIPA includes provisions related to the interception of com-
munications, the acquisition of communications data, intrusive surveillance, secret surveillance in the 
course of specific operations, and access to encrypted data. Under current rules, RIPA allows national 
agencies and over 400 local bodies to access communication records for a variety of reasons, rang-
ing from national security to tax collection. RIPA established the Investigatory Powers Tribunal to 
adjudicate issues regarding government surveillance, including by Britain’s three intelligence agen-
cies—GCHQ, MI5, and MI6. The 2012 Protection of Freedoms Act required local authorities to obtain 
the approval of a magistrate to access communications data.128  

A clause within Part I of RIPA allows the foreign or home secretary to sign off on bulk surveillance if 
communications data is arriving from or departing to foreign soil.129  This clause provided the legal 
basis for Tempora, a secret surveillance project documented in material leaked by Edward Snowden. 
Since the UK’s fiber-optic network often routes domestic traffic through international cables, this 
provision legitimized widespread surveillance over most, if not all UK citizens.130 Working with 
telecom companies, GCHQ installed intercept probes at the British landing points of undersea fi-
ber-optic cables, giving the agency access to some 200 cables by 2012, each carrying up to 10 Gbps 
of data. Intelligence agents can process data collected by the probes, including phone calls, emails, 
social networking posts, private messages, and more. Content collected is stored for three days, 
and metadata (information such as mobile phone locations and email logs) for thirty days.131 The 
arrangement allowed GCHQ to pass on information to its US counterparts in the NSA regarding U.S. 
citizens, thereby bypassing American restrictions on domestic surveillance. In 2013, documents re-
vealed that the U.S. government had provided at least GBP 100 million (US$ 155 million) in funding 
to GCHQ since 2010, leading observers to argue that the U.S. government was paying to use infor-
mation obtained by the UK government.132 

Ten civil society organizations separately filed suit against GCHQ with the Investigatory Powers Tribu-
nal in 2013, on grounds that surveillance impeded their work and contravened international human 
rights law. These were consolidated into a single case, Liberty vs GCHQ. In June 2015, the tribunal 
found that interception of two groups’ communications had violated human rights standards, but 
made no determination in the other eight, (see Surveillance, Privacy and Anonymity).

126  For a general overview of surveillance and the diverse parties involved in the UK, see “Surveillance Road Map: A Shared 
Approach to the Regulation of Surveillance in the United Kingdom,” ICO, February 14, 2014, http://ico.org.uk/~/media/
documents/library/Corporate/Practical_application/surveillance-road-mapV2.pdf.
127  RIPA, http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2000/23/contents; “Explanatory Notes” to RIPA, http://www.legislation.gov.uk/
ukpga/2000/23/notes/contents. 
128  Protection of Freedoms Act 2012, http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2012/9/enacted.
129  Ewen MacAskill, Julian Borger, Nick Hopkins, Nick Davies & James Ball, “GCHQ taps fibre-optic cables for secret access to 
world’s communications,” The Guardian, June 21, 2013, http://www.theguardian.com/uk/2013/jun/21/gchq-cables-secret-world-
communications-nsa.
130  Nick Hopkins, “NSA and GCHQ spy programmes face legal challenge,” The Guardian, July 8, 2013, http://www.
theguardian.com/uk-news/2013/jul/08/nsa-gchq-spy-programmes-legal-challenge.
131  Ewen MacAskill, Julian Borger, Nick Hopkins, Nick Davies and James Ball, “GCHQ taps fibre-optic cables for secret access 
to world’s communications,” The Guardian, June 21, 2013, https://www.theguardian.com/uk/2013/jun/21/gchq-cables-secret-
world-communications-nsa.
132  Nick Hopkins & Luke Harding, “GCHQ accused of selling its services after revelations of funding by NSA,” The Guardian, 
August 2, 2013, http://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2013/aug/02/gchq-accused-selling-services-nsa.
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Civil society groups challenged the legitimacy of these practices with the Investigatory Powers Tribu-
nal in Liberty vs GCHQ. The tribunal issued judgements in December 2014, and February 2015, and 
a related decision in June.133 The 2014 judgement said that sharing of information intercepted from 
internet communications between GCHQ and the NSA was lawful now that some of the procedures 
had been publicly disclosed. The February 2015 judgment said that prior to that public disclosure, 
between 2007 and 2014, the activity violated European human rights standards.134 That decision 
marked the first time the tribunal has ruled against any of the intelligence agencies that it is entrust-
ed to oversee.135 The June 2015 decision found procedural irregularities in the retention of commu-
nications intercepted from Amnesty International and the South Africa-based Legal Resources Center, 
though it found that the interception itself was lawful.136 The tribunal made “no determination” on 
the claims brought by other NGOs, meaning either that no surveillance took place, or that it was 
considered lawful.

Three independent reviews of mass surveillance and the underlying legal framework have called 
more clearly for reform: 

•	 In December 2014, a parliamentary Home Affairs Committee inquiry concluded that RIPA 
was not fit for purpose and that the legislation governing communications data is in need 
of complete overhaul.137  

•	 In March 2015, the parliamentary Intelligence and Security Committee published the results 
of an inquiry into the extent and scale of mass surveillance.138 The report found that bulk in-
terception does not equate to blanket or indiscriminate surveillance, and that the country’s 
intelligence agencies do not seek to circumvent the law. However, a new, single act of par-
liament should be introduced to address the complicated nature of the legal framework and 
the lack of transparency surrounding it, the report said. 

•	 In June 2015 David Anderson, an independent person appointed by the home secretary to 
evaluate the operation of current counter-terrorism law, called for a clean slate for govern-
ment surveillance activities, lamenting the fragmentation and obscurity of current laws. A 
new law should be both comprehensive in scope and comprehensible in nature, the report 
said.139

Other laws besides RIPA have been subject to criticism, particularly in respect to the length of time 
companies are obliged to store data about their users’ activities. Regulations to implement the 2006 

133  “GCHQ spied on Amnesty International - UK’s surveillance tribunal,” RT, July 2, 2015, https://www.rt.com/uk/271111-
gchq-amnesty-international-spy/; Global Freedom of Expression, Columbia University, “Liberty vs GCHQ,” https://
globalfreedomofexpression.columbia.edu/cases/liberty-v-gchq/.
134  Owen Boycott, “UK-US surveillance regime was unlawful ‘for seven years,’” The Guardian, February 6, 2015, http://www.
theguardian.com/uk-news/2015/feb/06/gchq-mass-internet-surveillance-unlawful-court-nsa.
135  “GCHQ-NSA intelligence sharing unlawful, says UK surveillance tribunal,” Privacy International, February 2, 2015, https://
privacyinternational.org/?q=node/482. 
136  Investigatory Powers Tribunal, “IPT to Liberty and Others,” July 1, 2015, http://www.ipt-uk.com/docs/IPT_to_Liberty_Others.
pdf; Owen Bowcott, “GCHQ’s surveillance of two human rights groups ruled illegal by tribunal,” The Guardian, June 22, 2015, 
http://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2015/jun/22/gchq-surveillance-two-human-rights-groups-illegal-tribunal.
137  Parliament.uk Commons Select Committee, “RIPA not fit for purpose say MPs,” December 6, 2014, http://www.parliament.
uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/commons-select/home-affairs-committee/news/141206-ripa-rpt-pubn/. 
138  Rowena Mason, “Top web firms urge more transparency over UK requests for user data,” The Guardian, October 18, 2013, 
http://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2013/oct/17/uk-gchq-nsa-surveillance-inquiry-snowden.
139  David Anderson, “A Question of Trust,” June 11, 2015, https://terrorismlegislationreviewer.independent.gov.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2015/06/IPR-Report-Web-Accessible1.pdf. 
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EU Data Retention Directive were adopted in the UK in 2009,140 requiring providers to retain user 
metadata for 18 months, though not the content of their communications.141 In April 2014, the Court 
of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) struck down the EU directive as a breach of fundamental pri-
vacy rights,142 sparking fears that companies would begin to delete data on UK users and undermine 
counterterrorism investigations. The government passed the temporary UK Data Retention and In-
vestigatory Powers Act (DRIPA) in July 2014, requiring telecommunication companies to retain users’ 
metadata for up to 12 months.143 It will expire at the end of 2016. 

During the coverage period of this report, the legitimacy of DRIPA was debated in the courts. Aca-
demics, journalists, and privacy advocates criticized the legislation for reintroducing data retention 
requirements that were struck down by the European court.144 Two members of parliament repre-
sented by human rights group Liberty challenged the Act in court on grounds that it is incompatible 
with the UK Human Rights Act, and the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights.145 In July 2015, the High 
Court found in their favor, stating that sections 1 and 2 of the Act are unlawful, as they fail to pro-
vide clear and concise rules for ensuring that data is accessed for the purpose of serious offenses, 
and that access is not authorized by a court or other independent body.146 

The government appealed the ruling, and on November 20, the Court of Appeal referred to the CJEU 
for clarification.147 The High Court’s DRIPA judgement relied on an earlier CJEU’s judgment which 
declared the EU Data Retention Directive invalid.148 The Court of Appeal asked the CJEU whether it 
had intended that judgement to serve as a mandatory requirement for EU member states to follow 
in national legislation, and whether the judgement expanded the interpretation of certain articles of 
the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights. The CJEU expedited the case in February 2016,149 but had not 
issued a response in mid-2016. In July, outside the coverage period of this report, the court’s prelim-
inary ruling said data retention was only legitimate during the investigation of serious crimes.150

With a final judgement on DRIPA still pending, the government introduced the Investigatory Powers 
Bill (IP Bill) on March 1 2016.151 Besides replacing DRIPA, the bill is meant to consolidate and reform 
disparate legal provisions into a single, accessible piece of legislation, replacing the current regime, 
including large parts of RIPA.  (Other relevant legislation includes the Wireless Telegraphy Act 2006, 
the Telecommunications Act 1984, the Police Act 1997, the Intelligence Services Act 1994, and the 
Human Rights Act 1999.) However, critics said the bill lacked appropriate safeguards. A draft Code of 

140  The Data Retention (EC Directive) Regulations 2009 (SI 2009 No. 859), April 2, 2009, http://www.legislation.gov.uk/
ukdsi/2009/9780111473894. 
141  The Retention of Communications Data (Code of Practice) Order 2003: http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2003/3175/made.  

142  C‑293/12, Digital Rights Ireland v Minister for Communications. 
143  Andrew Grice, “Emergency data law: David Cameron plots to bring back snoopers’ charter,” The Independent, July 11, 
2014, http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/emergency-data-law-government-railroading-through-legislation-on-
internet-and-phone-records-9596695.html. 
144  Kadhim Shubber, “Everything you need to know about surveillance law DRIP,” Wired UK, July 16, 2014, http://www.
wired.co.uk/news/archive/2014-07/16/everything-you-need-to-know-about-drip; Alan Travis, “Snooper’s charter or justified 
safeguard? The security bill explained,” The Guardian, July 10, 2014, http://www.theguardian.com/politics/2014/jul/10/snoopers-
charter-security-bill-explained.  
145  Liberty, Campaigning for No Snoopers’ Charter, https://www.liberty-human-rights.org.uk/campaigning/no-snoopers-charter.

146  [2015] EWHC 2092 (Admin)
147  Secretary of State v Davis & Watson [2015] EWCA Civ 1185
148  C‑293/12, Digital Rights Ireland v Minister for Communications 
149  ECLI:EU:C:2016:70, Order of the President of the Court, 1 February 2016, Accessed at: http://bit.ly/1WZEjhG 
150  “Bulk data collection only lawful in serious crime cases, ECJ indicates,” The Guardian, July 19, 2016, https://www.
theguardian.com/world/2016/jul/19/bulk-data-collection-can-only-be-used-to-fight-serious.
151  UK Home Office, “Investigatory Powers Bill.”
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Practice published at the same time of the IP Bill included a requirement for communications service 
providers to “provide a technical capability to give effect to interception, equipment interference, 
bulk acquisition warrants or communications data acquisition authorizations.”152

Requirements for technology companies to provide “backdoors” to government agencies—mecha-
nisms to enter into a program or service without the user’s permission—drew particular scrutiny in 
the context of the government’s attitude towards encryption. Prime Minister David Cameron called 
for a ban on encryption in messaging apps in January 2015,153 and reaffirmed his commitment to 
making sure that terrorists were not able to communicate safely via new digital technologies in 
June.154 There are no legal restrictions on the use of encryption technologies in the UK, though under 
Part 3 of RIPA it is a crime not to disclose an encryption key upon an order from a senior policeman 
or a High Court judge.155 In 2008, the Court of Appeal held that such disclosure would not neces-
sarily violate the privilege against self-incrimination.156 The provision has been used to obtain court 
orders to force disclosure of keys. 

Major technology companies such as Apple submitted statements to the IP Bill committee, which 
collects and analyzes evidence from stakeholders during the drafting of legislation, criticizing the 
requirement to maintain backdoors. In December 2015, Apple argued that weakening encryption or 
the use of backdoors would weaken individual security.157  Robert Hannigan, the director of GCHQ, 
defended the bill in March 2016, arguing that neither GCHQ or the IP Bill advocate weakening 
encryption, but rather work to make security stronger and make the law clearer.158 However, more 
than 200 lawyers called the bill “not fit for purpose” in a letter to the Guardian published the same 
month.159 On March 8, the United Nations’ Special Rapporteur for Privacy, Joseph Cannataci, high-
lighted the bill in his first report, which recommended that “disproportionate, privacy-intrusive mea-
sures such as bulk surveillance and bulk hacking as contemplated in the Investigatory Powers Bill be 
outlawed.”160 In mid-2016, the bill was in the committee stage of the legislative process.161 

Earlier attempts to change the legal framework supporting surveillance were similarly criticized for 
expanding access for intelligence agencies without suitable strengthening of privacy protections. In 
2012, the government introduced the Communications Data Bill to replace elements of RIPA. The 

152  Natasha Lomas, “UK surveillance powers bill could force startups to bake in backdoors,” Tech Crunch, March 10, 2016, 
https://techcrunch.com/2016/03/10/uk-surveillance-powers-bill-could-force-startups-to-bake-in-backdoors/.  
153  Cory Doctorow, “What David Cameron just proposed would endanger every Briton and destroy the IT industry,” 
Boingboing, January 13 2015, http://boingboing.net/2015/01/13/what-david-cameron-just-propos.html; James Ball, “Cameron 
wants to ban encryption – he can say goodbye to Digital Britain,” Guardian, January 13 2015 http://www.theguardian.com/
commentisfree/2015/jan/13/cameron-ban-encryption-digital-britain-online-shopping-banking-messaging-terror.
154  Adam Bienkov, “David Cameron: Twitter and Facebook privacy is unsustainable,” Politics, June 30, 2015, http://www.
politics.co.uk/news/2015/06/30/david-cameron-twitter-and-facebook-privacy-is-unsustainable. 
155  2000, accessible: http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2000/23/contents.
156  R v S & Anor [2008] EWCA Crim 2177 (October 09, 2008), http://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWCA/Crim/2008/2177.html. 
157 Apple Inc and Apple Distribution International – Written Evidence (IPB0093) accessed at http://data.parliament.uk/
writtenevidence/committeeevidence.svc/evidencedocument/draft-investigatory-powers-bill-committee/draft-investigatory-
powers-bill/written/26341.pdf.
158  Robert Hannigan, Speech to MIT “Front doors and strong locks: encryption, privacy and intelligence gathering in the 
digital era”, March 8, 2016, https://www.gchq.gov.uk/speech/front-doors-and-strong-locks-encryption-privacy-and-intelligence-
gathering-digital-era. 
159  “Investigatory powers bill not up to the task”, The Guardian, March 14, 2016, http://www.theguardian.com/law/2016/
mar/14/investigatory-powers-bill-not-up-to-the-task; https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/mar/14/investigatory-powers-
bill-not-fit-for-purpose-say-200-senior-lawyers.
160  Joseph Cannataci, “Report of the Special Rapporteur on the right to privacy,” OHCHR, March 8, 2016, http://www.ohchr.
org/Documents/Issues/Privacy/A-HRC-31-64.doc at para. 39.
161  Investigatory Powers Bill website, UK Parliament, http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2015-16/investigatorypowers.html.  
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media dubbed the bill ‘the Snooper’s Charter,’ as it would have recorded details of messages sent 
over social media platforms, phone call records, and internet browsing activity including each web-
site a user had visited (although not the pages within that site).162 The Liberal Democrats, a coalition 
partner with the Conservatives, withdrew their support for the bill in 2013.163 

According to the latest available data, 517,236 requests for communications data were submitted by 
public authorities in 2014, compared to 514,608 in 2013; 2,795 lawful intercept warrants were issued, 
a slight increase from 2,760 in 2013.164  

Intimidation and Violence 

There were no reported incidences of violence against users for their online activities over the cover-
age period, though cyberbullying, particularly targeting women, is widespread.165 Some online abuse 
is subject to prosecution under UK law (see Legal Environment and Prosecutions and Detentions for 
Online Activities). 

Technical Attacks

Nongovernmental organizations, media outlets, and activists are not generally targeted for technical 
attacks by government or nonstate actors, although the use of computer exploitation techniques 
have been avowed by the government and GCHQ. On February 12, 2016, the Investigatory Powers 
Tribunal ruled in Privacy International v. Secretary of State for the Foreign and Commonwealth Office 
et al that computer network exploitation carried out by GCHQ was in principle lawful.166 The argu-
ments provided in defense of these activities rested on the powers being within the limitations in 
the European Convention of Human Rights. The tribunal also noted that network exploitation is legal 
if the warrant is as specific and narrow as possible. There are no figures or further information on 
where such exploitation takes place and in which circumstances. 

In wider cybercrime, financially-motivated fraud and hacking continue to present a challenge to au-
thorities and the private sector. Incidents of cyberattacks have increased in recent years. Observers 
also question the security of devices connected to the network though the Internet of Things.167 

162  The term Snooper’s Charter has also been applied to the current IP bill due to the broad similarities between the two 
pieces of proposed legislation.
163  Thomas Brewster “Nick Clegg ‘kills off Snooper’s Charter’”, Tech Week Europe, April 25, 2013, http://www.techweekeurope.
co.uk/workspace/nick-clegg-kills-off-snoopers-charter-114390.
164  Rt Hon Sir Anthony May, 2014 Annual Report of the Interception of Communications Commissioner (London: House of 
Commons), March 201,5 http://www.iocco-uk.info/docs/IOCCO%20Report%20March%202015%20%28Web%29.pdf.
165  Sandra Laville, “Top tech firms urged to step up online abuse fightback,” The Guardian, April 11, 2016, https://www.
theguardian.com/technology/2016/apr/11/facebook-twitter-google-urged-to-step-up-online-abuse-fightback. 
166  [2016] UKIP Trib 14_85-CH Privacy International v. Secretary of State for the Foreign and Commonwealth Office et al.
167  Andrew Meola, “How the Internet of Things will affect security & privacy,” Business Insider, August 24, 2016, http://www.
businessinsider.com/internet-of-things-security-privacy-2016-8?r=UK&IR=T. 
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